
SIMPLE 5-STEP SCRIPT FOR 
COACHING SALES CALLS 

Stop selling and start coaching instead.
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Before you start, get yourself in a High-Vibe Mindset first.

5 Golden Rules for Sales Calls

1 - STOP SELLING AND START COACHING 
Nobody likes to be sold to. Stop trying to sell anything to anyone. Instead, coach 
your heart away. Give people the Experience of coaching, not the Concept. Once 
people get the experience of being supported by you, they will be more likely to
want  to hire you as their coach. So COACH YOUR BUTT OFF! AND
 REMEMBER...IT'S NOT ABOUT YOU.  IT'S ABOUT THEM. 
 
2 - FEEL GOOD 
This is by far the most important thing to focus on before a sales call. It's
completely ok to feel nervous but you've got to feel excited as well. Think about
the person you are going to be talking to..really get into their world, under their
skin and be grateful for the conversation you are about to have. 
 
There are many things you can do to raise your vibration before the call: dance to 
your favourite tune, go for a walk, meditate (head over to:
 www.nancyflorence.com/visualisesuccess to download your free meditation for 
Sales Calls) 
 
3 - LEAN BACK 
Literally lean back in your seat as you are talking to your prospect. Your body will 
tell your brain that you are ok which will dissolve any feelings of desperation or 
neediness. Plus your prospective client will have the space to lean toward you. 
 
4 - SLOW DOWN 
Sales only occur in deep, life-changing conversations. You have got to slow down
in order to create a magic connection with your prospect. I recommend you block
2-hours for your call. It takes time to invite someone to get closer to their truth
and uncover what they REALLY, REALLY desire. 
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5 - DON'T BE SCARED OF 'NOs'. 'NOs' ARE NOT A PROBLEM YOU'LL
FACE.....THEY ARE LEADING YOU TO A 'YES' 
If you feel you can help the person you are talking to, make an offer. It's a
disservice not to let people know what programmes you have that could
potentially change their lives. Be brave. Most people will say 'No'. In fact, most
people will say 'No' before they say 'Yes'. It's your job to support them into
making the best decision for themselves...without being attached to the outcome.
It's also a disservice to leave people get off the phone in indecision so invite them
to make a 'Yes' or 'No' decision about working with you before you end the call.  
 
 

1 - FRAME THE CONVERSATION (5 minutes) 
Hi XXX, How are you? 
I am sooo excited to talk to you today. 
OK so before we start I'd like to remind you that everything we discuss is strictly
confidential.  I like to go quite deep so I am going to ask you a lot of questions to
uncover what is REALLY going on for you right now is that ok? (always check with
them) 
Good. So today I want to get to know you more and find out where you are at now
and where you want to be.  If I can help you bridge that gap or if you'd like to know
more about how we can work together, we can discuss this at the end of the call,
is that ok with you? (remember to always seek their permission) 
 
2 - DIVE IN, FIND OUT WHAT THEY WANT (15 minutes) 
3 - UNCOVER WHAT IS STOPPING THEM: BARRIERS, FEARS, BLOCKS etc. (45 
minutes to 1 hour) 
Invite them to go deep into their dream and get clear on the vision they want to 
achieve. 
 
So XXX, what can I help you with today? 
What would you like to focus on in our time together? 
Can you tell me what goals you want to achieve this year?  
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The timings below are for guidance only, but I invite you to use your intuition and go

with the flow of the conversation.

Coaching Sales Call Script
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3 - UNCOVER WHAT IS STOPPING THEM: BARRIERS, FEARS, BLOCKS etc. (45 
minutes to 1 hour) 
Be brave. This is the time to dig deeper now. Your most transformative questions
are the ones you feel scared to ask. What you are telling yourself at the back of
your mind is most probably THE thing your client needs to hear. 
 
A WORD OF CAUTION: there is no need to go into their whole life story. Stay in 
control of the conversation and focus on the goal(s) they want to achieve and the 
reasons why they haven't done it yet. 
 
-So what challenges are you facing right now? 
-What's stopping you from...? 
-What are you scared of? 
-What excuses have you been using in the past to avoid going after your dream? 
-I see...are you available for my honest feedback on this? (always seek permission first) 
-Something is coming up for me right now...are you available for me to be completely me
here? (slow down...seek permission first) 
 
4 - TAKE THEM BACK INTO THE LAND OF DREAMS (10 minutes) 
Now that you have gone deep into their inner world, it's time to raise the
vibration. To shift the energy, you might want to ask them to stand up with you
and shake off any tension or negative emotions that might have come up in the
session. Shake your arms, your legs, have a boogy, take a deep breath, crack a joke
and have a laugh. It's time to shift the energy of the call and take them back to
their vision.  
 
-So let's be clear...you want XXX by when? 
-How important is this for you? (find out how much of a non-negotiable their dream is to
them, assess their level of motivation) 
-How do you think you'll feel once you have reached your goal? 
-And if you never went for it, how do you imagine your life would turn out to be? (let
them see their default future if they do nothing about their situation) 
-What do you think would be the impact on your relationships if you achieved your
goal? 
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5 - MAKE AN OFFER (30 minutes MINIMUM) 
If and ONLY if you feel you can be of service to your prospective client, tell them. 
Otherwise, refer them to a colleague, send a useful resource or simply start a 
long-term relationship.  They might not be your ideal client now but they may be
one day. 
 
So what was it like for you to be supported by me today? 
What are you taking from our conversation today? 
What was it like for you to tell someone about your goals and your challenges? 
Would you like to get more support with this? 
 
- if no: find out why and open a long-term relationship. It could mean the
coaching might be complete for now. Recommend a useful resource and plan to
connect again. 
- if yes: tell them how you can help them reach their goals.  
 
-I only work with clients who...(tell them what your criteria is as you don't work with
just anyone) 
-Let me tell you what coaching did for one of my clients...(always include personal or
client stories that will inspire them) 
-It sounds like working together might be a good fit. I would love to support you over
the next X months. 
-Would you like to know more about how we could work together? (keep checking
with them that you are not going too fast) 
-I would like to invite you to join the XXX Programme because it will benefit you with...
(tell them the benefits, not the features...nobody cares about the programme
really, they just want to know if you can help them create the results they want)  
-This is what you can count on me for and this is what I will expect from you if we work
together. 
-The investment for this programme is...and this is how often we will meet and how long
we will work together for. How does that sound? (Say nothing. Don't try to sell or
convince anyone of anything) 
 
At this point, welcome any resistance that might come up and investigate how
they are feeling. Give them PLENTY OF SPACE to make the best decision for
them and ask them again why they are interested in working with you. 
 
Once they say 'YES' to working with you, congratulate them for making such a
life-transforming decision, tell them how they can make the payment and DO
THE HAPPY DANCE TOGETHER ;-)  
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